


“I am very glad that you have taken out the time to learn more about our
company. Desert Gate had Its humble beginnings in UAE in 2004 as a local
supplier to top level tour operators. Over a period of 10 years, we gained a lot of
experience and began to be recognized for our professionalism, innovative
approach to product design and superior customer service. In 2014, we
transformed ourselves into a full-fledged Premium DMC.

Today, our multi-lingual, highly qualified team of over 200 professionals is well
known and respected throughout the travel industry and has been carefully
hand-picked by me. In the last few years, I have had the opportunity to work
with some of the most knowledgeable and competent travel professionals and
forge partnerships with renowned operators spread geographically. We have
expanded our business to cover UAE and Oman, offering unparalleled
experiences and products in both countries.

What our business partners love the most about us, is our ability to provide
personalized service to our clients and curate the perfect experiences with
attention to detail. We are determined to become the Number One Luxury
Travel Services Provider in the Gulf region, and eventually expand our services
to other destinations.

If you are looking to work with us, my team would be more than happy to assist
you with additional information. We are a guest-centric enterprise that values
relationships and committed to achieving excellence by providing high quality
interactions and creative solutions.”

Samir Tabbah

A warm hello from our CEO



The Core Values that define us

Our team members are always encouraged to think out-of-the-box
while interacting with their clients and putting together solutions to
satisfy their demands. Creativity is the most important trait that we
look for while hiring our experts.

Innovation

We believe not in following but creating industry trends by pre-
empting our guests’ needs and desires. Our solutions are adaptive
to individual requirements and we are happy to provide customized
solutions based on your clients’ interests and preferences.

Dynamism

We know that guests are the most important aspect of our
business. It is only in delighting them that we can hope to achieve
excellence in our field. From a friendly face that welcomes them at
the airport, the knowledgeable tour guides and the helpful hotel
representatives, we focus on every aspect possible to provide our
guests a comfortable, smooth and fulfilling experience.

Guest-centricity

At Desert Gate, we have 6 key values that form the essence of our identity



We believe in mutually beneficial business relationships in which
there is a constant transfer of knowledge, know-how and expertise
between us and our partners. We offer them insights into the
destinations we manage while making sure that we negotiate the
best prices, using our experience, contacts and purchasing power
to secure their interests.

Collaborative partnerships

Despite our large team size and technological advancement, we
make sure to not forget the importance of personal touch. We
provide highly personalized services and ensure fast turnaround
times.

Personal touch

In this digitally advanced world, we are not far behind. From VOIP
numbers worldwide, video training, white label marketing materials
and extranet, Desert Gate is at the vanguard of hospitality
technologies. We are equipped to plug in with you as a Virtual DMC
with our white labelling of services in the UAE and Oman.

Technological superiority

At Desert Gate, we have 6 key values that form the essence of our identity

The Core Values that define us



There are several reasons to work with us! Here are a few:

Why work with us

 We know what quality guest service is and how to implement it
 We are product and market innovators; we are in constant

search of new ways to enhance the travel experience of our
guests

 We have both basic packages that cater to a mass market as
well as niche and exclusive products for the discerning travelers

 We have a multi-lingual team that is easy to interact and work
with

 With are available at your service 24 x 7 and are prepared with
contingency plans to handle unforeseen circumstances

 Our team is constantly encouraged to think innovatively and
focus on details while curating customized solutions for their
clients



It is our endeavour to provide end-to-end travel solutions to our partners and their clients. Be it FIT, family travel, leisure groups, business 
travel or event management, we leave no stone unturned in being your one-stop solution providers in the destinations we manage. 

Our Services
A  C O M P R E H E N S I V E  L I S T



Our experts are happy to handcraft packages for your FIT clients as
well as families. We organize every aspect of the trip, from
transfers, to excursions and hotel stays which are tailored to the
specific needs of the clients. We have also created something
called “Multi Generational Trips” which target families travelling
with older guests (grandparents) as well as children. Our
collaboration with Virtuoso and XO gives us access to special
perks and upgrades exclusive to members.

Premium FIT & Family Travel

We have contracted with 300+ hotels in the region across all
categories, both in terms of luxury and range of facilities as well as
the location. Our partners will be spoiled for choice when selecting
the hotels for their clients and our competitive prices combined
with exclusive offers will delight you.

Hotel Bookings

We offer a full range of city tours, dinner cruises, helicopter and
seaplane rides, fine dining experiences, amusement park tickets
and offbeat travel ideas. We have our own desert camp in Dubai
which is considered as one of the best in the region. What really
makes us stand apart is our catalogue of specialized themed
excursions which are exclusively available to our partners.

Excursions

The basis of our organization when we began operations a decade
and a half back was in providing ground handling services to the
bigger tour operators. Today, we have access to the largest and
most diverse fleet in the region. From the small vehicles to the
luxurious limousines, 4 x 4s, minivans and large buses, you name it
and we will be able to arrange it for you.

Transfers



Groups & MICE
Managing Groups & MICE is a different ballgame altogether and we have a
separate department that has perfected this art over a period of time. With a
skilled team that comprises innovative and experienced people from events
management and creative backgrounds, our aim is to make your life easier by
reducing your stress and creating outstanding experiences for your clients.

Working with us reduces the strain on your businesses resources; we become an
extension of your business, seamlessly adding value to your brand. Our approach
to your event is based on expertise, flexibility, proactivity and meticulous
attention to detail. We listen carefully as to what is your objective and then
produce an event aimed at not only fulfilling his objective but surpassing it and of
course, within budget. Our team has a wealth of knowledge to share with you.
With over a decade of expertise in Travel industry together, we have successfully
planned and managed events / incentives of all sizes and scale, and for a
multitude of industries.

To complement our team, we have our in-house logistics ‘Events Lab’ team that
creates branded web and print material for client projects, when required. Events
Lab is the ideal platform for product launches and exhibition organization with
booth / stand design and production facilities. We are also members of SITE and
ICCA which stands as testimony to our commitment and professionalism in this
sector and connects us to a global community of travel professionals.



DG LUXURY
there are no boundaries to luxury

Desert Gate Luxury is based on a simple concept – Luxury knows no bounds. Fortunately,
we are in a destination that is unmatched when it comes to offering refined experiences for
a quintessentially lavish lifestyle. We cater to your guests’ finest whims and fancies with
ideas that are carefully handcrafted by our highly experienced team. From the pre-arrival
guest questionnaire that captures your clients’ profile and preferences, to the high level of
engagement with all suppliers involved, ensuring seamless execution, each itinerary is built-
in with additional value. Our top management is fully equipped with the needs and protocols
of government officials, VIP celebrities and the most demanding travelers.

We provide our guests with comprehensive and customized local information including
shopping, sightseeing and restaurant information, once they arrive at the destination. Our
DG Luxury Concierge welcomes them at the airport and is on call 24 x 7, to make sure that
every detail is as per your guest’s desires.



Desert Gate
If you are not already convinced, here are some of the benefits you will reap, should you
decide to go ahead to forge a collaborative partnership with us.

 Local Expertise: We involve and interact with our partners on all levels helping them to
manage and grow their traffic and volume to our destinations.

 Solid Financial Background: We have been in operation since 2004 with a perfect financial
history and proven records of punctual and transparent financial transactions. We also
have in place a sizeable liability insurance policy to cover your guests for any unforeseen
incidents during our excursions or transfers.

 Industry Relations: We have excellent relationships and contacts at all levels with partners
in hotels and third party suppliers. This translates into preferential commercial agreements,
priority access to inventory and quick resolution to any issues that may arise.

 Technology: We have the latest generation of technology for reservations and operations.
Whether it is our self serve web booking engine or XML feed for integration into your own
systems, our technology is scalable for every size of business or commercial need.

 Premium Services: There are very few players in the market fully equipped to provide high
end luxury services like us. Not only do we understand the intricacies involved in planning a
trip for the not-so-easy-to-please guests but we have enough experience in ensuring that
every detail is taken care of while executing the plans.

 Global partnerships: Our collaboration with global travel companies such as MTS Globe
gives us access to larger source markets through advanced technological integration.

Collaborative Partnership with 



DUBAI HEAD OFFICE
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